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1.0 Introduction 

UNSW commenced public consultation for the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan on 29 January 2021. 
Consultation was open for four weeks, closing on 1 March 2021. All feedback received during the consultation 
period forms part of this Community and Stakeholder Engagement – Phase 2 Consultation Report.  

1.1 Background 

UNSW signed a Precinct Deed with the ACT Government on 5 March 2020 for the development of the UNSW 
Canberra City campus, and commenced its first community consultation on the new campus and concept 
design brief shortly after. This consultation encouraged the community to ‘Have your say’, to help inform the 
design of UNSW Canberra City. Results of the first consultation period are detailed in the UNSW Canberra City 
Master Plan, Community and Stakeholder Engagement Consultation Report. 

UNSW engaged MGS Architects to develop the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan based on the campus 
and statutory requirements, and stakeholder and community consultation on the concept design brief.  

This led to Phase 2 of the Community and Stakeholder Engagement for the UNSW Canberra City Master Plan, 
where the community and key stakeholders were invited to view and provide feedback on the UNSW Canberra 
City Draft Master Plan.  

Key objectives for the public consultation were: 

• Capture views and feedback from identified key stakeholders and the general community to inform 
the final UNSW Canberra City Master Plan. 

• Ensure all stakeholders are given the opportunity to participate in a meaningful way. 

• Utilise a range of engagement methods and feedback channels to engage with a broad and diverse 
stakeholder group, including neighbouring streets and businesses, future students and industry, and 
the broader community.  

• Recognise and communicate the needs, interests and values of all parties including decision makers. 
Ensuring stakeholders understand the existing planning parameters in place that also inform the Draft 
Master Plan.1 

1.2 What we heard 

 
Figure 1: Feedback Responses 
 
There was strong engagement from key stakeholders and the broader community to the UNSW Canberra City 
Draft Master Plan, with 99 contributors providing 210 individual pieces of feedback via numerous engagement 
activities including the ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form, emails, phone calls, and 29 attendees at 
three Online Interactive Presentations. The Draft Master Plan was promoted on UNSWs social media 
accounts, reaching over 80,000 users and eliciting 1834 reactions. 

 
1 Communication Link, UNSW Canberra City Master Plan, Community and Stakeholder Engagement Consultation Report, 2020, p. 3. 
* Includes likes, reactions, shares, retweets and comments on the original Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and twitter posts. 
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2.0 The Engagement Approach 

The approach for Phase 2 of the Community and Stakeholder Engagement was to ensure that identified 
stakeholders and the broader Canberra community had the opportunity to view and provide comment on the 
UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan and inform the design of the final Master Plan. Specifically, that the 
Draft Master Plan was circulated as widely as possible, and as a result, the feedback received reflected a 
diverse range of stakeholders and perspectives. 

This was achieved by advertising the Draft Master Plan and the community consultation period broadly via a 
number of platforms and respondents were encourage to ‘Have Your Say’ using a number of feedback 
channels, identified in the approach below. In the interests of public safety and the restrictions in place due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Phase 2 of the community consultation was limited to virtual engagement 

2.1 Engagement Principles 

The key principles which underpin the overall approach to engagement for this project are: 

Considered: Engagement will be planned to ensure that the design, organisation and conduct of the process 
serve both the purpose and the participants. 

Transparent: Engagement will be open, with transparent purpose, expectations, goals, constraints and 
accountabilities. 

Appropriate: Use a variety of engagement methods that best suit both the group being consulted and the 
goals of the engagement. 

Effective: Provide clear, timely and accessible information to stakeholders in order to facilitate their 
involvement. 

Inclusive: Ensure diversity in the people engaged, the voices heard and ideas shared. 

Accountable: Monitor the effectiveness of community engagement strategies and provide feedback on the 
process and outcomes. 

2.2 Engagement Process 

The UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan and the community consultation process were advertised 
extensively through a variety of methods outlined in 2.3 below. This included direct engagement with 
identified stakeholders, such as residents and businesses in close proximity to the new campus and 
community members who registered their interest to be kept informed of the project. 

The community and stakeholders were directed to the UNSW Canberra City website which hosted an 
electronic copy of the Draft Master Plan design report and a presentation of the Draft Master Plan by MGS 
architect, Rob McGauran. The website included a number of channels through which community members 
could provide feedback, including: 

• ‘Have Your Say’ -  Online Feedback Form 
• Online Interactive Presentations   
• Email 
• Phone 

 
Those that responded via the ‘Have Your Say’ - Online feedback form were asked to select the attributes that 
they liked most about the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan, and the following three questions: 

1. What opportunities should UNSW consider with regards to the Draft Master Plan? 

2. What hospitality, retail and recreational options would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 

3. What events would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 
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An integral part of the community and stakeholder engagement process was the conduct of a series of 
interactive online presentations, intended to provide participants the opportunity to hear the Draft Master Plan 
explained, to ask any questions they may have, and to provide feedback. 

2.3 Engagement Methods and Feedback Channels 

The following table summarises the ways in which the University engaged with identified stakeholders and a 
broad cross-section of the Canberra community on the UNSW Canberra Draft Master Plan, and how the 
community could in turn engage with the University and provide feedback. 
 
Table 1: Engagement Methods and Feedback Channels 

Tool Target 
audience  

Engaging / 
Feedback 

Purpose  

Project webpage 
canberra.unsw.edu.au 

All 
stakeholders  

Engaging Provide an ongoing single point of project information for all 
stakeholders and community members. 

Provide information on the Draft Master Plan consultation 
process, highlighting the opportunities for community 
members to engage in the process and provide feedback. 

Includes FAQs and the Have Your Say – Online Feedback Form. 
Community members who wish to continue engagement with the 

project can submit their request to join the UNSW Canberra 
City mailing list on the website.  

Stakeholder 
communication via 
email, telephone and 
online interactive 
presentations  

Key 
stakeholders  

Engaging + 
Feedback  

Regular and proactive communication with key stakeholders who 
will influence the development. Our aim is to ensure they are 
aware of the site opportunities and constraints, community 
engagement activity and consultation outcomes as well as 
identifying issues to be resolved before they can impact the on 
the program or reputation.  

Provide an opportunity for key stakeholders to be a part of the 
Master Plan process, find out information, ask questions and 
provide feedback.  

UNSW Canberra City 
Flyer  

Neighbouring 
community 

Engaging To provide information on the Draft Master Plan consultation 
process, highlighting the opportunities for engaging in the 
process and providing feedback. 

Staff engagement, 
email communication 
and information 
sessions/webinars 

UNSW 
Canberra 
Academic and 
Professional 
Staff 

Engaging + 
Feedback 

Regular engagement with UNSW staff and contractors to provide 
updates on the Project and the planning and development 
processes. 

Provide information on the Draft Master Plan consultation 
process, highlighting the opportunities for community 
members to engage in the process and provide feedback. 

Targeted Email Subscribed 
stakeholders   

Engaging + 
Feedback 

Provide community members who registered for project updates 
via the UNSW Canberra City mailing list, information on the 
Draft Master Plan consultation process, highlighting the 
opportunities for them to engage and provide feedback. 

Targeted Social Media Community, 
students and 
staff 

Engaging + 
Feedback 

The Draft Master Plan consultation process was advertised on the 
UNSW and UNSW Canberra social media accounts, including 
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram  

Provide information on the Draft Master Plan consultation 
process, highlighting the opportunities for community 
members to engage in the process and provide feedback. 

Have Your Say - Online 
Feedback Form 

All 
stakeholders 

Feedback  The ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form, hosted on the 
UNSW Canberra City website, provides the community an 
avenue for providing both general and specific feedback on the 
Draft Master Plan.  
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Online Interactive 
Presentations 

All 
stakeholders 

Engaging + 
Feedback 

Provide an opportunity for the community to be a part of the 
Project, find out information, ask questions and provide 
feedback.  

Email All 
stakeholders 

Feedback Members of the community and key stakeholders were invited to 
email their feedback to a dedicated UNSW Canberra email 
account. Email feedback was also facilitated more detailed 
and comprehensive feedback or follow up with additional 
feedback after having engaged through other channels. 

Phone All 
stakeholders 

Feedback A dedicated phone number was promoted to the community to 
call to find out more about the Draft Master Plan and, if they 
wished, provide feedback. Feedback was also taken during 
follow up phone calls to identified key stakeholders. 

2.4 Consultation Questions 

UNSW Canberra invited stakeholders to view the Draft Master Plan and provide feedback on the Have Your 
Say page of the website. Respondents who chose to complete the online feedback form were asked the 
following questions: 
 
Q1: Select up to five attributes you like most about the Draft Master Plan (list below) 

Campus heart with open green space 

Event spaces showcasing University activity 

Connections to the lake and city 

Retention of valuable landscape assets; trees and open green space 

Sustainability embedded in design 

A campus which is comfortable in all seasons 

Consideration to building heights and overshadowing 

Activated street frontages 

Food and beverage, retail, and recreation facilities available for the community 

Bike access throughout campus 

End of trip facilities to encourage active travel (bike parking, lockers, showers) 

Respectful light tough approach to heritage railway easement 

Open and visible ground floor plan 

Public parking options 

Retention of pedestrian bridge 

Future light rail stop enabled in design 

Reflective quiet open spaces neighbouring residential areas 

Sensitive to level changes across site to maintain accessibility for all users 

Consideration of after-hours activation away from residential areas 

Pedestrian focused core with service and loading network to perimeter 

Maintaining sight lines to valuable Canberra cultural, historical, and physical assets (St John’s Anglican 
Church, Lake Burley Griffin) 

 
Q2: What opportunities should UNSW consider with regards to the Draft Master Plan? 

Q3: What hospitality, retail and recreational options would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City?  

Q4: What events would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 
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2.5  Engagement Promotion 

To encourage community and stakeholder engagement with the Draft Master Plan and maximise the 
feedback obtained, a communication campaign was implemented to support the community and stakeholder 
engagement program. 
 
Table 2 below details the engagement activities undertaken prior to and during the consultation period. 
 
Table 2: Promotional Activities 

Date Activity Details 

Thu 28 Jan Key neighbouring stakeholders 
engaged 

Link to the Draft Master Plan shared with an invitation to join 
one of three community presentations via video conferencing. 

Thu 28 Jan UNSW Canberra staff shared Draft 
Master Plan 

An introduction from Acting Rector, Professor Harvinder Sidhu 
and a supporting article shared with staff inviting them to view 
the Draft Master Plan and have their say. 

Fri 29 Jan Launch public consultation with 
targeted campaign 

Launch website with Master Plan information and online 
questionnaire (details above in section 2.3). 
Social media posts by UNSW Canberra, Launch on 
Northbourne, UNSW DRI, Chief Minister Andrew Barr MLA. 
Ongoing Engagement via email open. 
Ongoing Engagement via phone open.  

Fri 29 Jan Community Newsletter Development 
Update 

Release of Draft Master Plan announced to approximately 200 
subscribers. 

Fri 29 Jan Letterbox drop to approx. 400 local 
residents  

Included homes 500m back into Reid reaching up to and 
including Currong Street. 

Sat 30 Jan Targeted Communication Canberra Times strip ad. 

Week 
commencing 
Mon 1 Feb 

Internal and external stakeholder 
invitations to Have Your Say on the 
UNSW Canberra City Draft Master 
Plan. 

Features in and with: 
CBRIN Canberra Business Chamber, UNSW Canberra Alumni, 
Research Matters, UNSW DRI, UNSW Canberra Students. 
Participation invitation emails to other associated 
stakeholders. 

Tues 2 Feb  Community Presentation – St John’s 
Anglican Church 
 

Online presentation of the Draft Master Plan, an opportunity 
for the Council to ask questions and feedback on the Draft 
Master Plan. 

Wed 3 Feb Community Presentation – Reid 
Residents’ Association 
 

Online presentation of the Draft Master Plan, an opportunity 
for the residents to ask questions and feedback on the Draft 
Master Plan. 

Wed 10 Feb UNSW Community Consultation Social media posts by UNSW. 

Thu 11 Feb Community Presentation – Open to 
general public 
 

Online interactive presentation of the Draft Master Plan, an 
opportunity for members of the community to ask questions 
and provide feedback on the Draft Master Plan. 

Mon 1 Mar Close consultation -  

 
 
3.0 Consultation participation 

99 contributors provided feedback across all the engagement and feedback channels, including the Have Your 
Say - Online Feedback Form, email, phone, and a further 29 participants engaged with the project via the three 
Interactive Online Presentations. 210 individual pieces of feedback were received and there were 1834 
responses on social media.2  Table 3 provides an analysis of the participation by engagement activity. 
 
 
 

 
2 Includes likes, reactions, shares, retweets and comments on the original Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and twitter posts. 
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Table 3: Consultation Participation 

Activity Date Number of Responses 

‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form  29 January – 1 March 2021 51 

Other: Email, Phone, Submissions 29 January – 1 March 2021 19 

Online Interactive Presentations 2 – 11 February 2021 29 

Social Media 29 January – 1 March 2021 1834 

3.1 Online Interactive Presentation Participation 

29 participants engaged with the project via the three Online Interactive Presentations. This was a virtual 
presentation of UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan and were intended to provide an opportunity for the 
University to explain the Draft Master Plan to key stakeholders and the broader community, and for the 
participants to ask questions and gain clarity around the Master Plan design. Two of the presentations were 
specifically for key stakeholders to the project, St John’s Anglican Church and the Reid Residents’ 
Association, while the third was open to the public.  
 
Table 4 below provides a breakdown of the participation across the three presentations. The detailed 
responses received at the presentations are explored in the Stakeholder Listening Report at Appendix K.  
 
Table 4: Online Interactive Presentation Participation 

Activity Date Number of Attendees 

St John’s Anglican Church Presentation 2 February 2021 6 

Reid Residents’ Association Presentation 3 February 2021 10 

Open Community Presentation 11 February 2021 13 

3.2 Social Media Participation 

To maximise the reach of the consultation, the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan and the consultation 
period was promoted on the following UNSW Canberra social media accounts. The posts received 1642 
likes/reactions, 104 shares/retweets and 88 comments. 
 
Table 5: Social Media Participation by Platform (as at 11 March 2021) 

Platform Impact3 Clicks Likes / 
Reactions 

Shares / 
Retweets 

Comments Links Date 

Facebook 39,756 (Reach) 
4,500 (Engagements) 

9567 (4022 photo views, 303 
link clicks, 5242 other clicks) 

458 8 76 Facebook 
Facebook 

29 Jan 21 
10 Feb 21 

LinkedIn 5,833 (Impressions) 233 (233 link clicks) 726 9 5 LinkedIn 
LinkedIn 
LinkedIn 

5 Feb 21 
10 Feb 21 
10 Feb 21 

Twitter 9791 (Impressions) 160 (49 link clicks) 24 18 - Twitter 
Twitter 

5 Feb 21 
10 Feb 21 

Instagram 89,366 (Impressions) 
36,105 (Reach) 

371 432 69 7 Instagram 29 Jan 21 
 

 
 
 
 

 
3 Includes impressions, reach and engagement. Impressions are the number of times people might see the post in their feed; reach is the 
total number of individual people reached (the same post might appear in one person’s feed several times); and engagement is the actual 
physical engagements with a post (clicks, more info, photos clicks etc). 

https://www.facebook.com/UNSWCanberra/posts/3986509668025689
https://www.facebook.com/unsw/posts/10164854441330644
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/unswcanberra_unsw-canberra-is-establishing-a-world-class-activity-6760703066258972672-LyHB
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/unsw_a-glimpse-at-the-planned-new-unsw-canberra-activity-6765104334775693312-opJY
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/launch-on-northbourne_home-activity-6760705687736737792-jF4m
https://twitter.com/UNSWCanberra/status/1357535187169542146
https://twitter.com/UNSW/status/1359309611640123393
https://www.instagram.com/p/CKm7LDThoP6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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4.0 What we heard 

Most of the feedback received (98%) was supportive or provided constructive commentary on how the UNSW 
Canberra City campus Master Plan could be enhanced. Of the 210 pieces of feedback received, only 4 could 
be perceived as negative, in that they felt that either the consultation process was inadequate, there was 
insufficient detail in the Draft Master Plan or were not supportive of the UNSW Canberra City campus project 
in general.  

This section outlines the most common themes identified in the feedback separated by:  

1. the Draft Master Plan attributes that respondents most liked  

 response to question 1 of the ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback form (Select up to five attributes you 
like most about the Draft Master Plan) 

2. general feedback on the Draft Master Plan received from all participation channels  

 email, phone, online interactive presentations and in response to question 2 of the Have Your Say – 
Online Feedback Form (What opportunities should UNSW consider with regards to the Draft Master 
Plan?) 

3. feedback on UNSW Canberra City facilities, services and events  

 response to questions 3 & 4 of the ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form 
Q3: What hospitality, retail and recreational options would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 
Q4: What events would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 

4.1 Top Attributes Identified 

Community members responding via the ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form were asked to identify the 
five attributes they liked the most about the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan (Q1). Below are the 6 
attributes that received the most mentions: 
 
Table 6: Top Attributes of the UNSW Canberra City Master Plan 

4.2 General Feedback from All Participation Channels 

Feedback on the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan was obtained through responses via email, phone, 
online interactive presentations, and the ‘Have Your Say’ – Online Feedback Form (Q2: What opportunities 
should UNSW consider with regards to the Draft Master Plan?). The key themes identified from these feedback 
channels are listed below:  
 
Sense of Community 
Many respondents felt it was important the Master Plan design provide a sense of connectedness between 
surrounding areas and the UNSW Canberra City campus when moving into and through the new campus.  
  

‘I want to start by acknowledging this as an ambitious and well-considered master plan. 
Congratulations to all involved! … Opportunity to establish a night economy in City East … students 
during the day; visitors during the night. Opportunity to establish a weekend 'village green' at the Reid 
Campus Core …’ 
 

Sense of Community Campus heart with open green space 

Sustainable Sustainability embedded in design 

Connected Connections to the lake and city 

The Environs Retention of valuable landscape assets; trees and open green space 

Transport Links Future light rail stop enabled in design 

Heritage Aspects Maintaining sight lines to valuable Canberra cultural, historical, and physical 
assets (St John’s Anglican Church, Lake Burley Griffin) 
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Interaction with neighbouring areas 
Neighbouring residents emphasised the need for consideration to be given to minimising the impact of noise 
and light on the residents of neighbouring areas, in particular with regards to the orientation of the student 
accommodation and the height of the buildings along the heritage listed rail easement. 
 

‘We believe it is important that any new surrounding development respect the amenity of existing 
residents and the quiet enjoyment of their properties. In particular, noise and traffic … Having student 
accommodation on campus is fine as long as it is located away from existing residential properties in 
Reid and is located closer to the lake side of the development.’ 

 
Movement of car, cycle and foot traffic 
Across all feedback channels there was significant interest in the movement of car, cycle and foot traffic 
through the campus and around neighbouring areas. Many respondents wanted to see well designed 
pedestrian and cycle access through and around the campus to help maintain connectivity with surrounding 
public areas and public transport. Feedback encouraged appropriate planning with regards to traffic 
movement and for the impact of car and pedestrian traffic on neighbouring residential areas to be minimised. 
 

‘Connecting to the future transport network, including light rail. Activating this part of the city and 
connecting to the surrounding areas. Connections should be better with the lake - the master plan 
doesn't go far enough on this.’ 

 
Cultural and Environmental Sustainability 
There was strong support from respondents for the green spaces and sustainability aspects of the campus 
design, as well as a retention of existing environment, topography and cultural heritage in the design. Many 
respondents noted the historical importance of the Reid Railway Easement and its role as a natural barrier 
between the campus and the suburb of Reid. 
 

‘I would very much like to see the local indigenous community consulted on landscaping and planting 
designs - not an over designed and over engineered system. We need better indigenous-led ecological 
areas that support native species.’ 

4.3 Feedback on UNSW Canberra City Facilities, Services and Events  

Community members who responded via the Have Your Say – Online Feedback Form were asked two 
additional questions relating to the services, facilities and events they would like to see on the UNSW 
Canberra City campus. Of the 51 respondents, 45 completed these questions. 
 
The key themes identified from question 3 on the Online Feedback Form, What hospitality, retail and 
recreational options would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City, are listed below in order of ranking:  
 
Food Outlets 
Over half of the respondents indicated that they would like to see food outlets located at the new campus. 
Respondents that were accessible and appealing to the broader community. There was a desire to see a 
range of dining options, from budget through to cafes and wine bars. 

Sport / Health Centres 
Sports and health facilities, which are also accessible to the community.  

Bookshops 
Bookshops featured strongly as the type of retail outlet respondents would use on campus. 

Supermarket 
There was strong interest in a supermarket or convenience store to be located on the new campus and again, 
be accessible to the broader community. 
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The key themes identified from question 4 of the Online Feedback Form, What events would you like to see at 
UNSW Canberra City?, are listed below in order of ranking:  
 
Performance Events 
Overwhelmingly the most popular suggestion was for performance events to be hosted on the new campus, 
including music, dance and theatre performances. 

Public Lectures 
Public lectures or a speaker series featured strongly as possible events that respondents would like to see. 

Exhibitions 
Respondents were keen to see art and photographic exhibitions and science and technology expos held on 
campus. 

Markets 
Respondents suggested markets, specifically farmers markets, as a utilisation of the campus’ open spaces 
outside of traditional university campus business hours. 

 
5.0 Conclusion 

There was strong engagement from key stakeholders and the wider community to the UNSW Canberra City 
Draft Master Plan across the broad range of engagement and feedback channels for the four-week 
consultation period. The consultation process showed wide ranging support for the Draft Master Plan and 
continued support for the UNSW Canberra City campus project.  

The feedback, identified from the consultation process, reflected many of the themes identified in Phase 1 of 
the UNSW Canberra City community and stakeholder engagement. The movement of car, cycle and 
pedestrian traffic, the interaction with neighbouring areas and the cultural and environmental sustainability of 
the campus.  

The consultation process has identified focus areas to be reflected on for the finalisation of the UNSW 
Canberra City Master Plan, for the development of detailed building and campus designs, and for further 
engagement with key stakeholders and the broader Canberra community. 

 
6.0 Future Community and Stakeholder Engagement 

Due to the varying levels of stakeholder interest in this project, as well as the different levels of awareness, 
this project will require an ongoing multi-channelled approach to communication to facilitate consistent and 
coordinated engagement with all stakeholder groups.  

The following table outlines the proposed list of tools that may be used to engage the community and 
stakeholder groups throughout the project to help promote engagement activities, as well as provide updates 
about the UNSW Canberra City project. 

Table 7: Future Community and Stakeholder Engagement Channels 

Channel Audience Purpose 

UNSW Canberra City website All Community and 
Stakeholders 

To provide an ongoing single point of project information for 
all community members and stakeholders. 

Project eNewsletters Subscribed Community 
and Stakeholders 

Targeted communication to provide project updates and 
engagement opportunities to those who have registered 
their interest. 

Staff / Student / Alumni 
eNewsletters 

UNSW Staff, Students 
and Alumni 

Targeted communication to provide project updates and 
engagement opportunities. 

UNSW Canberra Staff Forums UNSW Staff Facilitate briefings and the sharing of information with staff 
where appropriate. 
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7.0 Appendices 

Appendix A 
UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan Website 
 
Appendix B  
Have Your Say Website (Online Feedback form) 
 
Appendix C  
Example of email sent to key stakeholders  
 
Appendix D  
E-Newsletters sent to subscribed community members 
 
Appendix E  
Consultation Advertising – Canberra Times Advertisement, 30 January 2021 
 
Appendix F  
Consultation Advertising – Reid Community Flyer, 29 January 2021 
 
Appendix G  
Community Consultation Feedback 
 
Appendix H  
Submission from Canberra Town Planning on behalf of Amalgamated Property Group 
 
Appendix I  
Submission from Reid Residents Association 
 
Appendix J 
Submission from Reid community resident 
 
Appendix K 
Stakeholder Listening Report, Communication Link 
 
Appendix L 
Article in Canberra Times, 29 January 2021 
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Appendix A: UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan Website 
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Appendix B – Have Your Say Website 
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Appendix C – Example of email sent to key stakeholders 
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Appendix D – E-Newsletters sent to subscribed community members 

E-newsletter 1: Have Your Say on the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan – 29 January 2021 
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E-newsletter 1: Have Your Say on the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan – 29 January 2021 (cont’d.) 
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E-newsletter 2: Reminder: Draft Master Plan Consultation closes on 1 March – 23 February 2021 
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Appendix E – Consultation Advertising – Canberra Times Advertisement, 30 January 2021 
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Appendix F – Consultation Advertising – Reid Community Flyer, 29 January 2021 
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Appendix G – Community Consultation Feedback  

Online Feedback Form – Question 1: Select up to five attributes you like most about the Draft Master Plan 
 

 

Attribute Count 

Campus heart with open green space 26 

Sustainability embedded in design 26 

Connections to the lake and city 25 

Retention of valuable landscape assets; trees and 
open green space 

25 

Future light rail stop enabled in design 18 

Maintaining sight lines to valuable Canberra 
cultural, historical, and physical assets (St John’s 
Anglican Church, Lake Burley Griffin) 

17 

Bike access throughout campus 12 

End of trip facilities to encourage active travel 
(bike parking, lockers, showers) 

12 

Activated street frontages 11 

Public parking options 11 

Retention of pedestrian bridge 10 

Reflective quiet open spaces neighbouring 
residential areas 

10 

Consideration of after-hours activation away from 
residential areas 

10 

Event spaces showcasing University activity 8 

Pedestrian focused core with service and loading 
network to perimeter 

8 

Open and visible ground floor plan 7 

Respectful light touch approach to heritage railway 
easement 

5 

Sensitive to level changes across site to maintain 
accessibility for all users 

5 
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Online Feedback Form – Question 2: What opportunities should UNSW consider with regard to the Draft Master Plan? 

Date Suburb Feedback 

1 March 2021 - working with the community and the National Trust re the former rail line and heritage issues in and around the site 

28 February 2021 Braddon Public events, festivals and variety of food/entertainment to draw people to the area. Constitution Ave is pretty dead at the moment, 
even during the day. There's just nothing to do in that part of the city. 

28 February 2021 Reid To bring the community along with the project, service, entertainment and recreational facilities should be open to the public.  

28 February 2021 Reid The master plan overall seems a positive document, however it raises in my mind many unanswered questions, so my overall 
assessment is that it is not a comprehensive plan. Lacking from the plan is a coherent parking and traffic management strategy. To 
suggest more parking, and 'free' parking, on site to appease Reid residents would appear contrary to ACT policy. Reid certainly has 
an issue with street parking, but that is a result of poor ACT enforcement and poor planning. Encouragement of parking on site is 
contrary to encouraging public transport, and will increase traffic. I doubt also access to Parkes Way, a limited access thoroughfare, 
is feasible (look at the current example of a temporary construction access to ANU). The Master Plan lacks a traffic management 
plan showing a comprehensive examination of parking and traffic, and 'blocking' Constitution Avenue to provide connection 
between the two sides of the campus will only add to traffic management issues in the area. Where is the study to show how these 
issues are addressed by the Master Plan? 
 
The plan also highlights higher density and building heights than that existing, up to 25 metres. Good to see the Master Plan shows 
innovative design, however that remains to be seen. The facade perspectives all show 'double height' floors and wonderful designs, 
however these are all internal views. For a document like this that is intended to illicit community comment, it is necessary to show 
how the proposal looks from an external perspective and what the external impacts are, both to adjoining residential area and more 
widely (no indication is shown of relationship to other surrounding development or proposed development - for example recreation 
facilities for the resident students). In effect the building envelops are at 25 metres up to 7-8 storeys in height. how does this look 
from Reid, and elsewhere? 
 
My overall impression is that a lot of consideration has gone into producing this Master Plan, but the university will not be producing 
a comprehensive plan that is required to be shared with the community, spelling out in detail consideration issue by issue the 
professional consideration of impacts. Rather, the Master Plan is a glossy document to illicit favourable uninformed comment. Can 
you advise when the community will see a real impact assessment? That is the 'opportunity' I see for the UNSW to consider. 
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Date Suburb Feedback 

26 February 2021  Greater consideration needs to be given to residential houses on Amaroo Street in Reid and the heritage railway easement.  In 
particular: 
 
1. The campus building height facing Amaroo Street needs to be far lower than 25 metres, as it faces single level residential houses. 
 
2. Light, noise and traffic impacts need to be better managed for residents on Amaroo Street, and there should not be after hours 
access near the part of the campus adjacent to Amaroo Street. Nor should there be high density student accommodation near 
Amaroo Street. 
 
3. Foot traffic and car traffic should be diverted away from Amaroo Street, as this should remain a quiet residential street. 
 
4. The current plan needs to be more sensitively integrated with the heritage railway easement which is a significant area.  Placing a 
building (which could be up to 25 meters high) next to this easement is not sensitively integrating the campus with the heritage 
railway easement. 

25 February 2021 Reid Excellence in design of the buildings. The campus, as well as being thoughtfully laid out, should have buildings of exceptional 
architectural character. 

24 February 2021 Reid With the number of student accommodation being built on campus and the surrounding apartments and housing in Reid, the 
opportunity of building, incorporating and managing hospitality, retail and recreational facilities into the campus Master Plan is a 
necessity for the communal living environment and will provide a strategic and sustainable alternative income stream for the 
University while connecting the University into its neighbourhood and Reid residents/community with the necessary supporting 
infrastructure. 
 
Additionally, by doing so, the ACT Government could adapt/learn from the University in how to build an coherent and integrated 
development with the required supporting infrastructure into the surrounding neighbourhood and build the goodwill of the Reid 
neighbourhood.  In terms of what is being tried to be expressed in this response to this question, consideration could be given to 
reading examples captured in the Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize at https://www.leekuanyewworldcityprize.gov.sg/  

23 February 2021 Campbell The speed of traffic along Corranderrk particularly on the bend beside Glebe Park just up from the CIT campus is too fast given the 
amount of traffic. The traffic comes to a screeching halt at the intersection of Corranderrk and Constitution. If Corranderrk is the 
access/exit for deliveries into the campus, there's probably some scope to think about an entry/exit lane into the campus, signage 
etc. Also a need to think about those new left hand turns into Parkes from Parkes Way. Again it requires a rapid slowdown, a sharp 
left and then you find yourself in an area with pedestrians. In short, the traffic probably needs to go slower. 
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Date Suburb Feedback 

22 February 2021 Reid Hello, my family and I have been residents of Reid since 2005. We enjoy living in this quiet, low scale residential suburb with it's 
significant heritage and landscape features. We believe it is important that any new surrounding development respect the amenity of 
existing residents and the quiet enjoyment of their properties. In particular, noise and traffic. I suggest the master plan is reviewed to 
consider the location of noise and traffic generating activities on the proposed campus. Having student accommodation on campus 
is fine as long as it is located away from existing residential properties in Reid and is located closer to the lake side of the 
development. There is the potential for significant noise to be generated from students living on campus in higher density housing 
that is located close to Amaroo Street. Students will be on campus 24/7 and there is the potential for noise from gatherings and 
parties. This type of housing should be relocated closer to the Parkes Way edge of the campus. Also, residential streets within Reid 
do not carry significant loads of through traffic - its is mostly traffic from Reid residents themselves. There should be no additional 
traffic impacts imposed on residential streets of Reid due to this development proposal. Thanks for the opportunity to provide 
feedback and I look forward to hearing back on how you have responded to my feedback. 

22 February 2021 Reid Please consider location of on campus student accommodation away from residents in Reid. There is potential for significant 
disruption to the quiet enjoyment of residents in this quiet, low scale heritage suburb.  

22 February 2021 Weetangera Really well-thought out plan. 
 
Good to hear at least two references to having a library on the campus as a Library or an Information Commons space (if this is the 
preferred terminology) would be considered valuable to all, especially to support the new, expanded education programs and 
research development. 
 
While "The UNSW Canberra City campus will not provide services to students at the Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA)" it 
will be highly likely that there will be some interaction between the two campuses so it would be great to know how these two 
campuses may connect?   

20 February 2021 Forrest Interesting consultation - what about what people don’t like about the design? Will unsw keep Duntroon? Campuses are rarely 
welcoming to community unless specific events - what will unsw do to welcome community? It will likely be a ‘dead space’ other 
than for students. Will you offer short ‘adult Ed’ courses or courses aimed at public service? 

16 February 2021 Reid There is an access road along the edge of this plan that services 43 Constitution Avenue, Reid - Units Plan 4077, the Jamieson 
Apartments; a residential complex of 92 Units. 
 
Bright & Duggan act as Strata Managers for UP 4077 - the Executive Committee for this complex has raised concerns regarding the 
continuity of access via the access road between the existing parking areas and 43 Constitution Avenue and seek assurance of their 
continued ability to access their complex via this access road. 

14 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Im concerned about the potential expected noise increase from the many additional students expected.  Particularly for 
neighbouring residents and especially where the existing footbridge exists.  This will bring greatly increased foot/scooter/bike traffic 
to residents at the city end of the footbridge.  I also expect the traffic will increase at all hours as well given your promotion of 24/7 
access to the facility.  What considerations are being given to deal with the increased traffic and noise to residents ? 
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Date Suburb Feedback 

13 February 2021 Watson I would very much like to see the local indigenous community consulted on landscaping and planting designs - not an over designed 
and over engineered system. We need better indigenous-led ecological areas that support native species. 

11 February 2021 Campbell Firstly, let me say how delighted I am to see my alma mater expanding its footprint in Canberra. 
 
UNSW could consider integrating programs of interaction with the Canberra community through things like cultural opportunities 
where local residents are able to attend concerts and theatre on the campus - assuming of course that such facilities are included in 
the plan.  I also think it is important that the student body be encouraged to participate in local sport by way of UNSW teams.  It 
would be nice to see Canberra become known as a university town rather than just the seat of national government and federal 
public service agencies. 
 
Academic and technological collaboration opportunities abound with Defence (especially DSTO) and associated agencies, CSIRO, 
Tidbinbilla tracking station, the growing IT industry presence in Canberra and the medical fraternity.  Perhaps inviting them to 
establish a presence on campus would be beneficial to establishing a well respected research program. 
 
Perhaps not an opportunity per se, but it should be noted that Constitution Avenue is a key route and an important marker in the 
architectural landscape.  In the university's plan to lobby for improvements, could I suggest use of pedestrian bridges rather than 
simple road level crossings.  These bridges could be wide structures incorporating gardens, walkways, seating and even a café. The 
bridge(s) could be long structures, not ending at the edge of the road, rather reaching into the heart of the campus on either side of 
Constitution Avenue. 

11 February 2021 Melba Would be great to have a sharing hub (ie a small area dedicated to a tool library/library of things). The running of this space could be 
tendered out to a university group, or group of students. 

9 February 2021 O’Connor For teaching purposes, what UNSW needs at its city campus are some flexible flat floor spaces, like ANU's Marie Reay Teaching 
Centre and some tiered theatres, ideally with retractable seating, like ANU's Manning Clark Hall. Around these there needs to be 
comfortable social spaces. The buildings depicted in the artist's impressions look too inflexible for this purpose.  What are needed 
are some simple wooden boxes. 
 
See also: 
 
Campus redesign: https://blog.highereducationwhisperer.com/2015/08/redesigning-australian-national.html 
 
Facilities: https://blog.highereducationwhisperer.com/2016/07/anu-new-residential-halls.html 

8 February 2021 Braddon It seems likely that pedestrians would walk from between Parkes Way and the Griffin Parkes to the underpass to the lake. The 
Master Plan should consider what options there may be to provide formalised, safe and secure access, to ensure an ad-hoc 
pedestrian path isn’t created through use overtime.  
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Date Suburb Feedback 

7 February 2021 Reid Not a box for this but you might have got the name of our building right on the plans. How hard would it be to work out that this is 
Jamieson Apartments and not Vantage Strata Apartments. I hope the rest of you plans aren’t so lazy. 

5 February 2021 Dickson The opportunity to have good event and food spaces given its location. 

5 February 2021 Ainslie Testing feedback form delivers email 

2 February 2021 Gordon The campus is an opportunity to breathe life into the South-Eastern sections of the CBD.  

2 February 2021 Coombs Students who are interested in technologically focused endeavours. 

2 February 2021 Cook Job Opportunities 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

preserving nature, while building a sustainable space. 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Accessibility to the public as well as security of the building 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Accessibility to various places such as the bus stop, lake and city. 

2 February 2021 Fraser I want more opportunities for army I.T jobs.  

2 February 2021 Dunlop To make sure it's a facility that's accessible to everyone to suit their needs and have a comfortable learning space.  

2 February 2021 Holt any and all defence applicants, with regard to access and time availability.  

2 February 2021 Griffith Connecting to the future transport network, including light rail. Activating this part of the city and connecting to the surrounding 
areas. Connections should be better with the lake - the master plan doesn't go far enough on this. The proposed/existing road 
connection to Parkes Way should be removed, as it's dangerous and affects the ability of Parkes Way to be a controlled access high-
speed motorway. 

1 February 2021 Evatt Its great to see a visionary use for an area close to the CBD that isn't just a commercial development but research and education 
based. I realise it is challenging, but trying to build even better connectivity between the UNSW and ANU/CSIRO sites would be 
fantastic to see. If there is some way to dedicate or look at zoning potential areas that would provide almost a seamless physical 
connection between these three sites (maybe in the future as existing sites/buildings/space become available) would really help the 
ACT move to becoming even more of an educational and research centre for Australia. Regarding transport, I saw mention of a 
potential shuttle service - that too would be good to include the ANU, that would help provide a more sustainable service especially if 
it includes public access - so even a regular Transport Canberra service that encompassed ANU/CSIRO/Botanical 
Gardens/Civic/UNSW could be really beneficial. 
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Date Suburb Feedback 

1 February 2021 Rosebery From UNSW Librarian - Martin Borchert - the library directors and I are available to discuss planning for a combined Library+Learning 
Commons+Nucleus hub type facility and service for the campus. We suggest perhaps a staged approach to delivering this facility - 
stage 1 for first students and stage 3 to accommodate growth in student numbers. I vision a mostly digital library plus study and 
community spaces model, with only limited print resources. A facility with 500-1000 study seats, the size of the law library at 
Kensington could be achieved. Please let me know when ready to discuss - m.borchert@unsw.edu.au  

30 January 2021 Braddon The master plan contributes significantly to Constitution Avenue but the south west edge further reinforces the barrier that planners 
have recognised for years being the separation from the lake imposed by Parkes Way. While currently inhospitable, it can be 
anticipated parts of this artery will be lowered underground in time. A stronger ground plane secondary axis perpendicular to 
Constitution Avenue would enable a future linkage to the tranquillity and priceless demonstration of a utopian city Nerang Pool and 
the lake offer.  

30 January 2021 - I want to start by acknowledging this as an ambitious and well-considered master plan. Congratulations to all involved! The thoughts 
provided in this feedback form are intended to be enhancements to an already high-quality master plan. 
 
Opportunity to establish a night economy in City East, delivering greater return on investment for hospitality and retail operators on 
campus: students during the day; visitors during the night.  
 
Opportunity to establish a weekend 'village green' at the Reid Campus Core: focus on product and activity that distinguishes it from 
the existing Haig Park Village Market.  
 
Consider prominent signage (e.g. electronic screens) at sites along City Edge which showcase community offerings and invites 
visitors to enter the campus for activities other than education.  
 
Accentuate the sight lines to Canberra landmarks (St John's Anglican Church, Lake Burley Griffin, Commonwealth Park, Glebe Park, 
Anzac Parade, CBD) by weaving their presence into the campus through wayfinding signage and events.  
 
Opportunity to construct a major public observation deck atop a landmark building in the Parkes View precinct (e.g. the belvedere), 
complete with rooftop gardens and small-scale food and beverage outlets.  
 
Caution the over-densification of greenery as a ‘bookend’ for the Parkes View precinct: this will create a barrier to connectivity 
between the campus and the lake, and impact visibility of the campus from Parkes Way. 

30 January 2021 Macarthur Avoid using older buildings, they are way past their useful life. 
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Date Suburb Feedback 

30 January 2021 Campbell - High wind speed especially in Winter Seasons  
 
- Bus stop with safe and closed station  
 
- Bigger mechanical workshop with more tools and devices “noise less wall" 

29 January 2021 Griffith UNSW is not required in the centre of Canberra. We already have many, indeed too many, "universities" here. This was and should 
have remained a technical college, institute of technology if you must, providing practical training rather than yet more "university" 
courses.   

29 January 2021 - Permanent retention of some existing buildings for heritage purposes. Repurposing a few key buildings to signify the past of the 
site. Canberra is a young city so buildings may not necessarily be very old or unique aesthetically, but play an important part of the 
city's heritage. 

29 January 2021 Reid I cannot see anything that improves the abysmal bicycle access to the existing site. A cycleway is needed along and across 
Coranderrk St. 

29 January 2021 Reid Important to ensure the Constitution Avenue frontage is attractive, as this is a major thoroughfare in Canberra and will be the public 
'face' of the University. I'd encourage you to maximise greenery and do what you can to activate the strip.  

29 January 2021 Campbell The creation of a true 'community' hub - things like full-line supermarkets etc. to make it a central core of this part of the city 

29 January 2021 Red Hill To garner widespread community support, academic programs offered by the City Campus should reflect the needs of the local 
community, preferably filling critical areas. 

29 January 2021 - The current Draft Master Plan envisages the buildings facing Amaroo Street would be up to 25 metres high. This is too high, and 
should be lowered, especially since it is facing single level residential houses on Amaroo Street. Also, having buildings up to 25 
metres high does not integrate well with the heritage railway easement immediately adjacent to it. 

29 January 2021 Reid Please reduce the currently planned height of buildings closest to the Heritage Easement. These buildings should be no higher than 
the existing buildings in the CIT campus.   

29 January 2021 Reid However, I cannot see detail of how I access a bicycle route from Amaroo Street through the campus onto the bridge shown over 
Constitution Avenue and travel by bicycle to the pedestrian/cycle underpass of Parkes Way providing access to Commonwealth 
Park and the Lake.  No detail is shown of the former NCA property between Constitution Avenue and Parkes Way being developed 
as high rise apartments. 

29 January 2021 Reid Buildings facing the heritage railway easement and Amaroo Street should be no more than one or two storey's high.  If they are any 
higher, they will overshadow residential houses on Amaroo Street in Reid, and overshadow the heritage railway easement. 
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Online Feedback Form – Question 3: What hospitality, retail and recreational options would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 
 
Date Suburb Hospitality 

1 March 2021 - nothing specific 

28 February 2021 Braddon Lots. Make it feel like part of the city, not just a uni campus. Encourage buskers. 

28 February 2021 Reid A pool, squash and tennis courts would be very useful.  

25 February 2021 Reid Bookshop, community meeting room, outdoor amphitheatre for performances and gatherings, coffee shop and wine bar. 

Date Suburb Feedback 

29 January 2021 Batemans 
Bay 

This plan appears to be a very expensive project reflecting popular virtues. The most amazing thing about it is the complete absence 
of how it will enhance teaching and research! UNSW aspires to be a world leading university - its core mission is education and 
research. Things such as lecture facilities, IT networks and laboratories are far more important than spending vast sums on 
ostentatious building architectures and external facilities. Yes, it is important to have a well designed campus but tone down the 
over-the-top designed-to-impress buildings as indicated by the illustrations and do a cost benefit analysis. A lot can achieved by a 
judicious approach to balancing aesthetics and functionality. A plan without focusing on how it supports education and research is 
a complete miss. James Taylor, UNSW PhD 2016 

7 January 2021 Casey More cycleways 

15 February 2021 Queanbeyan Please consider the inclusion of the new and fantastic scooter network. 

14 February 2021 Casey Concerts 
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24 February 2021 Reid 7 Days a week Basketball Court(s) available for campus and nearby residents to also use/book/membership; 
7 Days a week Tennis Court(s) available for campus and nearby residents to also use/book/membership; 
7 Days a week Supermarket; 
7 Days a week 25 metre swimming pool available for campus and nearby residents to also use/book/membership; 
Takeaway Dinner meals from hospitality venues operating both weeknights and weekends; 
7 Days a week Café; 
Australia Post Shop, open weekdays and until 1pm on Saturdays – postage and parcel collection place/point for Reid campus 
residents and Reid suburb residents; 
7 Days a week Coffee Shop/Bookshop/Newsagency; 
Hairdressers/Barber shop; 
7 Days a week Dry cleaners, including drop off and pick up service; 
7 Days a week Uni Pub which local residents can also access/utilise;  
7 Days a week Chemist/Pharmacy; 
Medical Centre/Doctor’s practice for Reid campus residents and Reid suburb residents; and 
Yum Cha restaurant 

 
Having these hospitality, retail, recreational and public service options align with the draft Master Plan's objectives, and ensure a 
sustainable alternative income stream for the University while connecting the University to its neighbourhood and Reid 
residents/community.  There is significant foot traffic daily along Constitution Avenue both east to west and west to east.  With 
increased population being placed into the suburb of Reid, public services, community infrastructure and recreational facilities will 
be required to service the increased population and meet population density requirements/living needs (supporting infrastructure).  
Additionally, these hospitality, retail, recreational and public service options provide opportunities for Reid campus residents and 
Reid suburb residents to obtain employment within their immediate living environment.  

23 February 2021 Campbell In Campbell at C5 we have some hospitality venues that attract a young crowd and which increasingly don't fit in an area of intense 
residential apartments. There are already noise complaints and a range of security issues because the venues use the parking 
areas and common property toilets and storage areas and thereby patrons have virtually full access to the internal corridors of the 
apartment buildings. If you could attract these venues to the campus, that would be great, but in your planning and design don't 
repeat the basic security flaws in the design of some of the high end apartments in Campbell. Students need to be as safe too.  
 
The Campbell Community Association also wished to underline the importance of sticking to the rules re building heights.  

22 February 2021 Reid Limit these to the Constitution Avenue edge of the campus. 

20 February 2021 Forrest Won’t use retail unless a good bookshop. Recreational - this only works if free parking - the pool at ANU is great but not practical 
when free parking for other pools nearby (if you drive). Need to consider these factors when trying to include and bring in 
community to your space. Attractive walkways may invite people in for exercise especially if connectivity to the lake. 
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13 February 2021 Watson Although we have many large galleries, we do not have many artist run spaces. There is a great opportunity within this plan to have 
a locally-accessible artist rn gallery that connects the campus, university and community. 

11 February 2021 Dickson More diverse food. 

11 February 2021 Campbell See above re recreational options. 
 
I am not so convinced about the need for retail, except to the extent of providing on campus access to related retail servicing 
student requirements 
 
If the campus is to have a school of hospitality, perhaps opportunities for Canberra resident dining could be included.  It would also 
be great if some interaction with alumni was provided for. 
 
Canberra is very much a city of cafes with many people having their favourites - publicly accessible cafes and casual dining would 
be useful in "stitching" the campus into the community. 

11 February 2021 Melba Tool Library/Library of Things 

10 February 2021 Bruce - UNSW merchandise shops 
 
- Cafes and restaurants for the community 
 
- Screening venues 
 
- Community health centre on campus 

9 February 2021 O’Connor Canberra currently lacks a viable conference centre. I suggest integrating an upgrade of the National Convention Centre Canberra 
into the UNSW city campus. That will provide large spaces for university purposes, as well as conferences. 

8 February 2021 Braddon Basketball courts are cheap outdoor recreational options that require little maintenance and would encourage community usage of 
the campus.   

5 February 2021 Dickson Higher end cafes rather than fast food or tea shops Book shops would be good too.  

2 February 2021 Gordon Food and retail outlets that are affordable for students  

2 February 2021 Coombs Add healthy but tasty cafes and fast food shops 

2 February 2021 Cook Nando's, Retro Arcade 

2 February 2021 Evatt Theatre, job opportunity, video game arcade. 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Nandos and Starbucks 
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2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Jollybee and sushi hub  businesses from different countries  

2 February 2021 Macgregor I would like to see green space to walk around as well as places to eat, for example, local cafes etc.  

2 February 2021 Scullin A good amount of generic employment opportunities for the student body. 

2 February 2021 Fraser A really nice cafe.  

2 February 2021 Dunlop More food shops to open. 

2 February 2021 Belconnen More restaurants. 
 
Access to free scooters throughout the campus. 

2 February 2021 Belconnen I would like to see lots of food options stores like tech related and a gym  

2 February 2021 Holt probably a skate park or bike track 

2 February 2021 Griffith A museum would be good, particularly related to national security, defence and cyber matters. Good food options are a must, 
particularly ones that have street dining options and activate the open spaces and Constitution Avenue. Should also consider 
incorporating retail like bookstores, bike shops a convenience store/small supermarket. 

1 February 2021 Evatt The ANU Kambri Precinct probably has some lessons for what not to do.  The previous pop-up village for food outlets showed how 
a street food precinct could really work - moving to a model where the "street" really is a narrow lane shared with an actual traffic 
abe street, and food outlets with minimal frontage space for display, really took away some of what made the old temporary ANU 
popup space a success. 
 
Separating the food/entertainment areas so much also seems to have diminished the feel of the site making it seem disjointed. 
 
Having some good venues that can also be used for public events would be great (public lectures, special interest community 
groups etc) which ANU caters for through use of their normal teaching buildings, along with some commercial sites in Kambri - 
varying degrees of success though with some of the new options). 

1 February 2021 Rosebury The Library can be designed to have a strong community, event, social and recreational value to the campus, in addition to the 
educational / academic role. Student works, UNSW faculties and UNSW research as well as student clubs and societies and social 
events can all be accommodated in a Library which is designed for student life and engagement as well as academic life.  
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30 January 2021 - Civic Interface and Campus Core: food and beverage outlets able to deliver a student-focussed offering (affordable; informal) 
during weekdays and a community/tourist-focussed offering (formal; pricier) during the evenings and weekends.  
 
Campus Core: a weekend village market delivering artisanal products and second-hand goods, including representation from 
Canberra charities. Side activities should be designed to entertain children and attract families.  
 
Civic Interface: higher-end retail (e.g. clothing) primarily aimed at the weekend and night economy.  
 
Parkes View: small-scale food and beverage outlets (e.g. coffee; fish and chips; ice cream; pop-up bar) to service the proposed 
public observation deck.  

30 January 2021 Russell cafe, bookshop 

30 January 2021 Campbell Clinic space - Muslim prayer room - sports space - Halal food - indoor study room at every building  

29 January 2021 Reid Gym, cafe.  

29 January 2021 Griffith Bring back the well-used and appreciated technical college. 

29 January 2021 - Casual dining, convenience stores, hairdressers etc.  

29 January 2021 Reid Places where conversation is possible without shouting. 

29 January 2021 Reid Relaxed cafes; authentic foreign food.  

29 January 2021 Campbell Supermarket, cafes, take-away, medical and services (barbers etc.) 

29 January 2021 Red Hill Retail and food that is used outside of class hours, such as a "market" style food area with restaurants and bars. This is to make 
the campus have atmosphere week-round. Kambri is a great example. The campus is close enough to the CBD to encourage the 
public to come and hang out. 

7 January 2021 Casey Mad Mex 

15 February 2021 Queanbeyan I would like a rooftop bar 

14 February 2021 Casey Healthy takeaway, bars 

 
 
 
 
 
Online Feedback Form – Question 4: What events would you like to see at UNSW Canberra City? 
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Date Suburb Events 

1 March 2021 - means to celebrate and promote our heritage 

28 February 2021 Braddon Music, dance, outdoor theatre. You could use the church further down the road for atmospheric chamber music.  

28 February 2021 Reid classical music concerts, dramatic performances 

25 February 2021 Reid Farmers market , book fairs, musical and theatrical performances. 

24 February 2021 Reid Campus/Community Fetes; 
 
Photographic exhibitions; 
 
Inner city high density/apartment living and/or gardening shows; 
 
Periodic Book Fairs; 
 
Periodic Farmers Markets; and 
 
Periodic events for Reid residents/community to hear status updates on UNSW Canberra Campus’ research activities. 

23 February 2021 Campbell Similar to what you have at UNSW in Sydney eg music.  

22 February 2021 Reid Limit these to daylight hours and only during the week to minimise adverse impacts on the residents of Reid. 

22 February 2021 Reid Only ones that don’t impact on local residents. 

20 February 2021 Forrest In this Covid climate there is opportunities for unsw to support existing Canberra events rather than competing - although there is 
a lack of live music atm.  

13 February 2021 Watson Live music, free evening talks with professors and experts, arts and cultural events 

11 February 2021 Dickson Community events  

11 February 2021 Campbell Public lectures and presentations on matters of general or special interest. 
 
PS.  Unfortunately I cannot attend the online presentation of the master plan on 11 Feb.  Will it be available for playback at some 
point in the near future? 

11 February 2021 Melba Sharing event 

10 February 2021 Bruce - Screening of family/art/science films 
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- Community participation events focusing on kids and young families 
 
- Events promoting science and technology to kids 

8 February 2021 Braddon Lectures, presentations, speeches, live music, exhibitions of local art.  

8 February 2021 Braddon Found difficult to assess the Master Plan without a notional number of students, units, car parks and statement of compliance to 
Canberra development codes 

5 February 2021 Dickson Music if it doesn't impact residential areas, museums, galleries, perfect Canberra location for new art spaces.  

2 February 2021 Gordon Public live music events and other forms of recreation for university aged students.  

2 February 2021 Holt Defence recruitment day, in essence showing Uni students what ADFA and the ADF is as a whole and their opportunities as a Uni 
student 

2 February 2021 Coombs No preferences 

2 February 2021 Cook Tech Showcase (like old EPCOT at NASA) 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

pokemon fest 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

festivals like for the end of university or will for a public holiday  

2 February 2021 Macgregor Events such as open night movies, festivals or carnivals.  

2 February 2021 Fraser Tryouts for job opportunities and asba's.  

2 February 2021 Dunlop Events that are related to information technology, data science, and artificial intelligence will be helpful. 

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Live music and different festivals  

2 February 2021 Canberra 
City 

Live music and different festivals  

2 February 2021 Belconnen Tech related events such as expos and such 

2 February 2021 Higgins More music and comedy 

2 February 2021 Griffith The wider community should have the opportunity to book out event spaces on campus. There should be events which invite the 
wider community, including food and cultural festivals. The campus should also host public lecture and speaker series, similar to 
ANU currently does, on issues relevant to the university, such as national security, defence and cyber topics. 
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1 February 2021 Evatt Events that help showcase the value of educational institutions, supporting events like National Science Week and Pint of Science 
(science bias, I know!), local musicians, and showcasing student and research work of the UNSW. 

1 February 2021 Rosebury The Library can be a partner in showcasing the university and campus to the community. The Library can be designed as an ideal 
event space, encouraging discourse and engagement.  

30 January 2021 - Provide incentives for buskers to establish, particularly on the weekends, at the proposed Parkes View public observation deck and 
in the Campus Core.  
 
Work with St John’s Anglican Church to develop a public musical programme featuring UNSW performers which draws the historic 
building into campus life. Donations raised from this programme could support St John's Care, the charity based at the church.  
 
Partner with events at Commonwealth Park (e.g. Floriade) and the CBD (e.g. National Multicultural Festival) to encourage spill over 
into the UNSW campus.  

30 January 2021 Russel music, the arts, flexible post grad study options (ie after hours classes) 

30 January 2021 Campbell - Society engaging events  
 
- Kayaking  

29 January 2021 Reid Keynote speakers.  

29 January 2021 - Weekly markets. 

29 January 2021 Reid Public lectures. 

29 January 2021 Reid Not sure - maybe public lectures.  

29 January 2021 Campbell Community events - farmers markets etc. 

29 January 2021 Red Hill Entertainment, to encourage community interaction. 

7 January 2021 Casey Gigs 

15 December 2020 Queanbeyan Markets, celebrations for Canberra 

14 December 2020 Casey Concerts 

 
 
Other Feedback – Emails, Phone calls 
 
Date Source Feedback 
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16 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email I have studied your website and plans. The latter are impressive and augur well for the future of education in Canberra and for the Reid area.   
  
But, as an owner of an apartment in the neighbouring “Jamieson” complex, next to St John’s Church, I am unclear about your plans for the  road 
which currently serves the CIT carpark and also provides access to the driveway apron leading to the underground carpark of our building (43 
Constitution Ave). 
  
It is hard to discern from the plan on your website, but there appears to be a perimeter road or pathway indicated in roughly the position of the 
current road. 
  
I would appreciate clarification of your plans and a clear answer to the question: will the existing road be retained at least as far as necessary to 
ensure continued access to this building’s drive (noting that this also is the access point for trucks conducting weekly bulk garbage collection 
from the complex)? 

17 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email We live on Amaroo St Reid. With respect to the released draft master plan there are two issues we would like to raise. The plan reveals that the 
"Heritage Railway Easement will be an activated space promoting movement along and under its arbor". We are very concerned that any 
footpath (and this will logically be the closest access point to Civic/Glebe Park) that seeks to go through the railway easement will destroy any 
heritage value that listing originally aimed to preserve. 
 
I have contacted ACT Heritage to ask them about the status of this area with respect to this development, and am awaiting a reply.  A footpath 
and thoroughfare (with the 1000s of students UNSW seeks to accommodate) is totally inconsistent with preserving this heritage space.  
 
As you can appreciate Amaroo St is a quiet residential area. Currently CIT students do not park on this street or walk through the railway 
easement and this allows our street to remain peaceful and quiet. The trees and railway easement acts as a buffer between the noise and light 
pollution coming from CIT and acts as a natural separation from this industrial space. We would like to preserve these attributes. To this end, 
we would like the railway easement to be preserved as is. Other than the intrinsic heritage value that would be lost in using this area as a 
walkway, the noise from students coming and going through our residential street will be considerable.  
 
We would welcome the use of the overhead footbridge to funnel students from Civic/Glebe Park areas into the campus. Coranderrk St is a very 
high traffic street and a plan that sees students navigating across this street and up Amaroo St/ The railway easement is not safe or ideal. 
Similarly we would like to ensure that students do not park on Amaroo St and walk through the easement into the campus. 
 
The second issue is in relation to childcare. The existing childcare is a wonderful community led centre with a large open playground, which is 
rare in the inner-north. We would like to preserve the use of this land for childcare and ensure that the excellent committee continues to have a 
lease. The large playground and non-corporate nature of this centre is a unique and valuable community asset. 

22 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email • ensure there is enough parking for cars and it is affordable for campus users. 
• if this isn’t possible then implement measures to ensure adjacent residential streets don’t end up carrying the overflow. My street is free to 
park in and could easily become a carpark if parking is not carefully planned.  
• protect the heritage railway easement. 
• incorporate lots of trees and landscaping. 
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• minimise impacts on the Reid community. 

23 February 
2021 

Feedback Email Does your Traffic Management Plan cover accommodating bicycle traffic funnelled through the Parkes Way underpass from the 
South and though Glebe Park pathways from the North? 

26 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email Mosaic on outside of Tafe Reid 
 
can you please save this icon........refer above 
 
perhaps some of it could on t new UNSW building and more on t new TAFE building 
 
Canberra has so few hints of our past 
 
glad u r saving t heritage railway lines 
 
found your surveys and feedback too  difficult to use 

26 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email Has there been any consultation with Parks ACT about bicycle congestion on the paths through Glebe Park or under Parkes Way? 

28 February 
2021 

Enquiries Email Thank you for this opportunity to submit written feedback on the UNSW Canberra City Draft Master Plan.  I previously made remarks during the 
3 February 2021 Zoom presentation held for Reid residents.  Before participating in that discussion, I acquainted myself with the many details 
of the DMP, with the FAQ, and with the video featuring Rob McGauran of MGS Architects.  
My concerns about the Draft Master Plan (DMP) are several, but all them stem from the challenges involved in developing UNSW-CC adjacent 
to the Reid residential district, and at a very short 150m distance from the suburb’s “Garden City Heritage Precinct” (GCHP).  The central design 
features of the DMP focus on the Constitution Avenue axis, Parkes Way, and Coranderrk Street; developments and impact to the north and east 
get less attention. Regarding impact on Reid and the GCHP, the DMP largely confines itself to the “Heritage Railway Parkland” running parallel 
to Amaroo Street.  It was revealing to hear Rob McGauran call Reid a “hinterland” in his video presentation (around minute 47:15).  That 
unfortunate euphemism implies that Reid lies beyond what is visible or known, and is to be ignored.   
  
My first (and most general) suggestion is to take the social and environmental interface with Reid more seriously and on a par with the 
promoted architectural-and-planning “celebrations” of Coranderrk Street, Constitution Avenue, and Parkes Way (to use another euphemism that 
salted the DMP presentations and the DMP itself).  Please don’t misunderstand me: I would not want Reid “celebrated” architecturally. Neither 
would I ask or expect planners to “showcase” UNSW to Reid and its residents.  Rather, I would want the whole of Reid—and not just the Heritage 
Railway Parkland—to be brought into the orbit of thought and concern going into the planning of UNSW-CC. 
  
Because the UNSW-CC will adjoin the Reid residential district, design ought to include explicit features aimed at: 
            *Noise abatement 
            *Light abatement 
            *Vehicular traffic abatement 
            *Muting” or “softening” the built interface between campus and Reid 
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Noise:   
       
      Reid lies proximate to City (Civic) and to the Constitution Avenue corridor or axis.  Persistent (24-hour) mechanical hum from the rooftop 
HVAC units on Civic’s highest buildings already disturbs the quiet of the suburb.  
       
Planning of UNSW-CC ought to aim at minimising mechanical noise and diverting that noise away from Reid. For example, a central mechanical 
plant, properly designed and located, might be very effective in reducing and diverting mechanical noise.  I do not see any evidence in the DMP 
that a central mechanical plant has been envisioned as a necessary component of the university campus.  
  
Light: 
       
UNSW-CC will require (or generate) abundant amounts of light (especially given extended hours activation and residential facilities).  Planning 
ought to aim at minimising the spill of light into the Reid residential precinct.  Reid should be kept “dark.”  Reducing the height of residential 
buildings planned along the Reid interface will help that minimisation; so, too, a reduction in glass windows facing Reid, and reduction of 
illuminated roof-top terraces. 
  
Traffic: 
 
By 2040 we should see increased use of public transport and quiet electric vehicles in Canberra.  Nonetheless, the primary vehicular entrance 
planned for the campus is sited at an extremely busy traffic artery—Coranderrk Street and Cooyong Street.  Traffic congestion at this choke 
point will be considerable—especially at the beginning and end of the work day.  Congestion will lead to a cascade of problems along the quiet 
streets of Reid—commuters seeking parking or alternate routes to campus, for example.  I suggest vehicular access be rethought, with primary 
access sited along Constitution Avenue or Parkes Way. A service vehicle entrance may be maintained on Coranderrk. 
 
I would feel further reassured if UNSW and the ACT would pledge that they will refrain from developing vehicular access to the campus from 
Amaroo Street, most especially at the intersection of Euree and Amaroo Streets. 
  
Muting the Built Interface with Reid: 
      The DMP uses a stand of trees in the Heritage Railway Parkland on Amaroo Street to screen what is a “hard” and “towering” (25m) built 
edge of the “Reid Campus Core.”  I recommend that the buildings that make up the “Reid Campus Core” be stepped back or otherwise designed 
to lower, soften, or mute the built interface with Reid.  A narrow screen of trees along a tall, hard, built edge will not suffice.  
      In connection, I do not grasp how the primary access road to campus, running parallel to Amaroo Street from Coranderrk, will “celebrate” or 
“quietly activate” the Heritage Railway Parkland.  It seems to me that the road would exacerbate, rather than mute, the light and noise that could 
seep into Reid from the campus.  The parkland screen looks to be an inadequate buffer to vehicular light and noise. 
 
The two-hectare block of land retained by the ACT is to be developed jointly with UNSW.  Steps ought to be taken during planning and design to 
avoid a hard, built edge facing Reid. 
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A final thought or request:  It would greatly contribute to the success of the project if Reid residents were provided with impact studies, and with 
metrics for how the project—situated along the Constitution Avenue corridor—will comply with the ACT EPA noise, light, and environmental 
standards for the neighbouring Reid residential precinct.  Noise, light, exhaust, radiation emissions, and traffic all have the potential to spill into 
Reid.   

1 March 
2021 

Enquiries Email • The site has in the main been used for many years as part of the broader education system.  This site presents an opportunity for UNSW to 
expand its operations in Canberra, further enhancing an important aspect of the ACT’s role as an education centre -  locally, regionally, 
nationally and internationally.  Each of these four markets need to be considered in the development of the campus - each will have a different 
impact both in a more immediate sense (for the local community) and in the broader consideration of issues - business, employment, housing 
are issues that come to mind.  While I am sure these issues are current in the thinking of how the site will be developed it is not clear from the 
Draft Master Plan how these matters play out. 
• The Visions and Principles seem reasonable but talk more at a level which makes it difficult to understand how they might be implemented.  
In some instances, they could be strengthened.  For instance, the principal sustainability benefit will be if students/academics/admin staff use 
public transport/live on site/close to the campus - making statements about the use of low energy appliances, exceeding 6 star energy ratings, 
solar panels/batteries, deep tree plantings will improve the sustainability response as opposed to ‘Promote renewable energy usage’. 
• It seems that the development will result in a more intense use of the site - a number of buildings will be used for a variety of purposes - 
education, accommodation, commercial/offices, some retail - with little or no detail provided as to how many students might attend, how much 
accommodation will be provided on site, what teaching, admin/support numbers might be - this information is important to understand what 
impact this development/Draft Master Plan might have on surrounding areas - especially traffic and parking. 
• The Draft Master Plan makes some fleeting references to constraints/opportunities that exist on the site - this would be improved if a plan 
was included which shows what the constraints or opportunities are and how the proposed layout responds to these issues.  
• The Draft Master Plan acknowledges the importance of the site - design excellence/high quality public space outcomes for the site are 
critical and these issues need to be given greater prominence - especially the address to Parkes Way.  There is mention of ‘interface responses’ 
to the adjoining areas and ‘creating a sense of place’ and ‘stitching’ the campus into the neighbourhoods - but how this is to be achieved has 
not been fully expressed.  Some of these impacts (eg parking) will not take a built form and it is not clear how such impacts would be 
responded to.   
• The placement of the buildings and how they respond to Constitution Avenue will be guided, in part by other developments along 
Constitution Avenue, but how the buildings relate to Parkes way and the broader context of Commonwealth Park has not been addressed.  
There is discussion about what could be termed the ‘character of the area’ but how does this fit into the existing locality and the broader Civic 
area. 
• There are no background documents eg traffic studies, tree assessments, engineering/infrastructure reports, contamination assessments 
provided to support the Draft Master Plan or the direction that it takes - the basis for making a statement that most people attending the new 
campus will take public transport is not clear nor how that will be fulfilled. 
• The Draft Master Plan sits within a statutory process.  There is no mention of either the National Capital Plan or the Territory Plan and the 
role/relevance that these planning documents play in the Master Plan process or in the approval of the buildings/development - it is not clear 
whether changes will be required to planning controls through an amendment to the National Capital Plan or variation to the Territory Plan. 
• The document shows ‘artists impressions’ of the proposed buildings - presenting a vision of how the area might look - but the Draft Master 
Plan does not demonstrate any certainty that these buildings will eventuate. That is what the public perceives as being the outcome may not 
eventuate.  Setting some design controls that would form part of the Master Plan would b used to guide how the buildings could be developed - 
some of these are enunciated in the Draft Master Plan but more detailed controls should be included.   
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• There is little transparency in the document as to the height of the proposed buildings - some proposed heights seem to be indicated but as 
with the designs what certainty is there that these will be achieved.  These building heights are important to understanding what impact this 
development will have on adjoining areas. 

23 February 
2021 

Feedback Email Please remove the artists image of the bridge over Coranderrk St  (pp 33 and 37 of 44) as you are aware it is not being replaced.  Please ensure 
the remainder of the artists’ impressions really do reflect what you expect to build and maintain. 
 
In the ‘ground plane’  (p23 of 44) please remove any reference to ‘movement along and under the extraordinary natural arbour’ as it is a planted 
area and not likely to survive regular activity under its branches which are continually dropping detritus should any pass underneath. Please 
leave it as is and celebrate the plantings as a ‘bookend’ rather than a thoroughfare.   
 
Under ‘staging and implementation’ (p 43 of 44) please expand on the manner around which you plan to ‘complete the Reid Parkside Precinct’.  
How will you add to a natural area, as a ‘bookend’ other than to treasure it for what is now is: a quiet area that now and will  provide a buffer 
between you and your Reid neighbours.  
 
Under Precincts Reid Parkside (p 38 of 44) do remove any reference to ‘prioritising east west movement through the easement’ as it will harm 
the ‘natural arbour and landscape characteristics’ for an area left undisturbed for many years as a barrier between CIT and the Reid residents. 
and might 
 
Under ‘Vision and Principles, Design Principles’ you were to remove any reference to ‘movement along the heritage railway parklands’ as noted 
in the St John’s Zoom session.  You then indicated that it would be a passive area with no built form, rather just a buffer as now is.  You were no 
longer planning to ‘curate access and interventions into the Heritage Easement parkland with light-touch design interventions’ rather the 
indication was that is was to be left as a ‘bookend’ with no access as the adjacent in-campus roadway would be designed to deflect any 
pedestrian access to the parkland p. 24 of 44).  Further, you were to remove in the diagram ‘developing north south walks connecting the 
campus and key spaces and parks’ any cross paths in the parkland. (pp 13 and 15 of 44) 
 
The Master Plan Built Form  (p 21 of 44) diagram indicates the parklands as a separate place, adjacent and central to the precinct but protected 
and as a barrier with entry focussed solely on Coranderrk St and Constitution Ave with no ‘back door entrance/s’.   It would be great if this was 
replicated throughout! 

1 March 
2021 

Enquiries Email Feedback attached – Canberra Town Planning on behalf of Amalgamated Property Group 

1 March 
2021 

Enquiries Email Feedback attached – Reid Residents Association  

23 February 
2021 

Feedback Email I especially like the proposed east west vista from Coranderrk St  to the Church, which allows the most important historic building in Reid to be 
viewed throughout the length of the campus. It appears to rely on the land being retained by the ACT Government to be developed so that 
buildings do not block the vista. The draft shows 4 buildings on the ACT land. 
1. Does anyone know why the Government retained the land? 
2. What does the Government propose to do with the land? 
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3. What assurances can the Govt give that it will not block out the proposed vista with new buildings? 
  
Given the ACT Government's track record on letting buildings block vistas (eg the extension of the Canberra Centre blocking the City Hill to Mt 
Ainslie vista along Ainslie Ave), the final Master Plan may need to incorporate some statements on this matter. 

9 February 
2021 

Contact Form I am wondering if there is food venue opportunity in the campus.  
I am currently operating sushi shop, dumpling shop and  Japanese style brunch cafe in Canberra.  
Please advise me if there is any information Many thanks 

29 February 
2021 

Contact Form Could you please advise me of the number of floor levels on the southern (Parkes Way) student accommodation buildings. 

24 February 
2021 

Phone Call Concerns regarding wet courtyard at current CIT site 
Lowest point of site on the corner of Coranderrk St and Constitution Ave 
Reid is regularly impacted by cloud bursts. Consideration for the hydrology of the site in master planning and building design.  

26 February 
2021 

Phone Call Interest in keeping heritage of current CIT site, including the reuse of the mosaic on the outside of CIT Reid 
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Appendix H – Submission from Canberra Town Planning on behalf of Amalgamated 
Property Group 
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Submission from Canberra Town Planning on behalf of Amalgamated Property Group (cont’d.) 
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Appendix I – Submission from Reid Residents Association 
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Submission from Reid Residents Association (cont’d.) 
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Submission from Reid Residents Association (cont’d.) 
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Appendix J – Submission from Reid community resident 
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Submission from Reid community resident (cont’d.) 
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Submission from Reid community resident (cont’d.) 
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Appendix K – Stakeholder Listening Report, Communication Link  
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Appendix L – Article in Canberra Times, 29 January 2021  
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